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Pressure Equipment Integrity, Visual Inspector
We are currently seeking a full time Pressure Equipment Integrity, Visual Inspector to join our young and
energetic growing company in Edmonton. This individual will be working in a close knit team and is
responsible for visual inspections and any other verification to meet client and code specifications.
Duties and Responsibilities



















Performing internal and external visual inspections on any pressure related equipment including
boilers, heaters, drums, tanks, vessels, coolers, filters, skids, exchanges and towers
Monitor and document any equipment degradation or failures
Coordinating activities with NDE counterparts as per client work packages
Following through with pressure piping and equipment repair scope
Assist other groups with Infrared stitching, preparing reports, etc.
Manage client requests and portfolios
Outreaching and networking for new project opportunities
Conduct third party shop inspections for clients regarding equipment rebuild or installation
Provide mentoring and onsite training to any new or less experienced colleagues
Packing and unpacking tools and equipment after each project
Equipment / inspection tools calibration
IR camera validation (upon Level II Supervision)
Upkeep equipment organization and storage
New equipment labeling and logging
General care, maintenance, and cleaning of inspection tools
General repair and assembly work in the warehouse
Participating in IRED’s safety meeting, training, and Drug & Alcohol testing when required
Other projects as required

Skills and Requirements

















Diploma or degree relatable to Chemical, Corrosion, Mechanical or Metallurgic Engineering
Minimum 3 years of experience in industry and API 510 certification
Flexible and adaptable to changing work load and demands
Must be able to travel for extended periods of time as requires
Willing to work overtime and shift work as required
Ability to read and understand technical information such as drawings and P&ID
Strong organizational skills, detail oriented, with the ability to prioritize and multi-task
Interested in learning additional inspection techniques and expanding their expertise
Team player with effective communication both verbal and written
Ability to work with minimal supervision and is safety conscious
Must be able to lift heavy equipment and in good physical health
Not afraid of height and confined space
Experience with MS Word, Outlook, and programs similar to Photoshop and SnagIt
Must have legal authorization to work in Canada
Must have valid driver’s license and clean abstract
Must pass a pre-employment drug and alcohol screen test
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IRED Thermal Group offers stability, competitive wages, benefits, and potential career growth. This is
a permanent, full-time position based out of our Edmonton office, with travel throughout Alberta,
Saskatchewan, British Columbia, and beyond.
To apply for this position, please email your cover letter and resume to careers@iredthermal.com
with the subject line labelled: Pressure Equipment Integrity, Visual Inspector – First & Last Name
We thank you for your interest, however only qualified candidates will be contacted for an
interview.

